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Abstract
In this paper, we completely solve the embedding problem for (3; 2)-path coverings of complete graphs.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The embedding of a partial design is formed by 7nding a larger design that contains the original structure, has the
same properties as the original structure, and is in some sense complete. Such a general description covers a multitude
of problems that exist in the literature. The existence of this multitude can largely be attributed to one person: Curt
Lindner. Not only has he proved memorable results in this area, but he has captured the imagination of three generations
of researchers with his conjectures and challenging problems.
Before Lindner weighed in on embeddings, the aim was to 7nd any ,nite embedding; usually the size was absolutely
enormous! Lindner was the 7rst person to systematically attack embedding problems by trying to 7nd a containing structure
that was as small as possible. This not only posed far more interesting questions, but also led to solutions that were far
more enlightening!
A perfect example of this was his proof that any partial Steiner triple system of order n could be embedded in a
complete Steiner triple system of order 6n+ 3 [7]; it has previously been proved by Treash [16] that a 7nite embedding
was possible, but the order of the STS grew exponentially with n. The construction was so neat, one had to stand back
and admire it! Then it was hard to resist becoming involved oneself!!
Lindner has over the years obtained small embeddings for many design-theoretic structures: latin squares satisfying
various additional properties [2,7,8], triple systems of diDerent forms [2,3,6], cycle systems [11–13], and graph designs
[9–11,14] to name a few.
In a tribute to Lindner’s work, here we continue the tradition he began by solving the embedding problem a set of 3-paths
that contain some of the 2-paths (paths of length 2) in Kn into a set of 3-paths that contain each 2-path in Kn+m exactly once,
except possibly for one 2-path. More formally, let T (G) be the set of all 2-paths occurring in the graph G. A (3; 2)-path
covering of G is de7ned to be a set S(G) of 3-paths in G such that T = {(a; b; c); (b; c; d)|(a; b; c; d)∈ S(G)}= T (G) or
T (G)−p for some path p∈ T (G), where (a; b; c) denotes the 2-path induced by the edges {a; b} and {b; c}. Sometimes,
if T = T (G)− p, then we say T is a (3; 2)-path covering of G − p in order to specify the “missing” 2-path. Similarly,
if T = T (G)− P for some P ⊆ T (G) then S(G) is said to be a (3; 2)-path covering of G − P.
In 2001, McGee and Rodger [15] provided two new proofs that provide the necessary and suIcient conditions for the
existence of a (3; 2)-path covering of Kn or Kn−p (when n ≡ 3mod 4). Many of the theorems and lemmas were proved
using constructive proofs that relied on the coloring and decomposition of mixed-multigraphs (see Section 3). That paper
followed some work done earlier by Heinrich et al. [4]. Together these two papers prove the following result.
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Theorem 1.1 (Heinrich et al. [4] and McGee and Rodger [15]). There exists a (3; 2)-path covering of Kn if and only if
n 	≡ 3 (mod 4), and of Kn − p if and only if n ≡ 3 (mod 4), where p is any 2-path in Kn.
In this paper, we consider the embedding problem. We provide necessary and suIcient conditions for the existence of
a set S of 3-paths in Kn+m (or Kn+m − p when (n + m) ≡ 3mod 4) having the property that each 2-path in Kn+m lies in
exactly one path in S and with the property that S contains a set S′ of 3-paths that form a (3; 2)-path covering for Kn
or Kn − p; we say that S′ is embedded in S. Speci7cally, we show that if S′ is any given (3; 2)-path covering of Kn or
Kn − p, then S′ can be embedded in a (3; 2)-path covering of one of Kn+m and Kn+m − p if and only if: if m = 1 then
n = 1, and if n = 1 then m 	= 2 (see, Theorem 4.1). In this paper, although we use some of the same underlying ideas
and constructions used in the previous paper [15], several modi7cations of those techniques have to be developed. We
will focus on two main cases: the case when m = 2 and the case when m = 3. From those cases, all other cases can be
obtained.
The reader may also be interested in related results in the literature that consider coverings of 2-paths with cycles [1,5].
Let Zn= {0; 1; : : : ; n− 1}. Sometimes, arithmetic operations will be de7ned on Zn, in which case they are done modulo
n. Let uKn denote the complete multigraph with exactly u edges joining each pair of vertices, and let uDn denote the
complete directed multigraph with exactly u arcs in each direction between each pair of vertices.
2. Embedding by adding 2 vertices
To facilitate the following proofs, it is convenient to partition the 2-paths on Kn+m into four types, where the ver-
tex set of Kn+m is assumed to be W ∪ V with |W | = n and |V | = m. Type 1, 2, 3, and 4 2-paths are those in
T1 = {(w; v1; v2) |w∈W; v1; v2 ∈V}, T2 = {(v1; w; v2) |w∈W; v1; v2 ∈V}, T3 = {(w1; v; w2) |w1; w2 ∈W; v∈V}, and T4 =
{(w1; w2; v) |w1; w2 ∈W; v∈V} respectively. Then it is easy to check that:
|T1|= nm(m− 1); |T2|= n
(
m
2
)
; |T3|= m
(
n
2
)
; and |T4|= mn(n− 1): (∗)
Theorem 2.1. Each (3; 2)-path covering of Kn can be embedded in a (3; 2)-path covering of Kn+2 if and only if n 	= 1.
Proof. The necessity follows since K3 contains 2-paths but no 3-paths, so no (3; 2)-path covering of K3 exits.
To prove the suIciency, 7rst note that if n= 2 then result follows from the existence of a (3; 2)-path covering of K4,
and follows vacuously for n= 3; therefore we can assume that n¿ 4.
If n 	≡ 3 (mod 4) then let (Zn×{0}, B0) be any (3; 2)-path covering of Kn. If n ≡ 3 (mod 4) then let (Zn×{0}, B0) be
a (3; 2)-path covering of Kn which we can assume is missing the 2-path P1 = ((0; 0); (1; 0); (2; 0)) (once this is embedded,
a simple permutation of the vertices in Kn provides the embedding of any such covering).
If n=2x is even then de7ne on the vertex set (Zn×{0})∪ (Z2×{1}); B1 ={((i; 0); (0; 1); (1; 1); (i+1; 0))|06 i ¡ 2x},
B2 = {((1; 1); (i; 0); (0; 1); (i + x; 0))|06 i ¡ x} ∪ {((0; 1); (i + x; 0); (1; 1); (i; 0))|06 i ¡ x}, B3 = {((i; 0); (i + j; 0); (0; 1);
(i + 2j; 0))|06 i ¡ 2x; 16 j¡ x} ∪ {((i + 2j; 0); (i + j; 0); (1; 1); (i; 0))|06 i ¡ 2x; 16 j¡ x}, and B4 = {((0; 1); (i; 0);
(i + j; 0); (1; 1))|06 i ¡ 2x; 16 j¡ x}.
Then |B1|= n, |B2|= n, |B3|= 2n(x − 1) = n(n− 2) and |B4|= xn.
Each 3-path in: B1 contains two 2-paths of Type 1; B2 contains a 2-path of Type 2 and one of Type 3; B3 contains a
2-path of Type 3 and one of Type 4; B4 contains two 2-paths of Type 4. So in
⋃4
i=1 Bi, the number of 2-paths of Type
1; 2; 3 and 4 is 2n, n, n + n(n − 2) = n2 − n, and n(n − 2) + 2xn = n(n − 2) + n2 = 2n(n − 1), respectively. It is easy
to check that each 2-path is in at least one 3-path in B =
⋃4
i=1 Bi, so the proof that ((Zn × {0}) ∪ (Z2 × {1}); B) is a
(3; 2)-path covering of Kn+2 now follows since, by (∗) the number of 2-paths in B of type i equals |Ti| for i6 i6 4.
If n=2x+1 then de7ne on the vertex set (Zn−1×{0})∪{∞}∪(Z2×{1}), B1={((i; 0); (0; 1); (1; 1); (i+1; 0))|06 i ¡ n},
B2 = {((1; 1); (i; 0); (0; 1); (i + x; 0))|06 i ¡ x} ∪ {((0; 1); (i + x; 0); (1; 1); (i; 0))|06 i ¡ x}, B3 = {((i; 0);∞; (0; 1); (i +
1; 0))|06 i ¡ n − 1} ∪ {(∞; (i; 0); (1; 1); (i + 1; 0))| 06 i ¡ n − 1} ∪ {((i; 0); (i + 1; 0); (0; 1); (i + 2; 0))|06 i ¡ n −
1} ∪ {((i + 1; 0); (i; 0); (1; 1);∞)|06 i ¡ n − 1} ∪ {((i; 0); (i + j; 0); (0; 1); (i + 2j; 0))|26 j¡ x, 06 i ¡ n − 1} ∪ {((i +
2j; 0); (i + j; 0); (1; 1); (i; 0))|26 j¡ x; 06 i ¡ n − 1}, B4 = {((0; 1); (i; 0);∞; (1; 1))|06 i ¡ n − 1} ∪ {((0; 1); (i; 0); (i +
j; 0); (1; 1))|16 j6 x; 06 i ¡ n− 1}.
Then |B1| = n, |B2| = n − 1, |B3| = (n − 1)2 and |B4| = (x + 1)(n − 1). So in ⋃4i=1 Bi, the number of 2-paths of
Type 1, 2, 3 and 4 (with W = (Zn−1 × {0}) ∪ {∞} and V = Z2 × {1}) is 2n, n − 1, (n − 1) + (n − 1)2 = n2 − n and
(n−1)2 +2(x+1)(n−1)=2n2−2n, respectively. Let B=⋃4i=1 Bi. It is easy to check that each 2-path except for the path
P2 = ((0; 1);∞; (1; 1)) of Type 2 appears in at least one 3-path, so the proof that ((Zn−1 × {0}) ∪ {∞} ∪ (Z2 × {1}; B))
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is a (3; 2)-path covering of Kn now follows using (∗) providing that n ≡ 1 (mod 4). If n ≡ 3 (mod 4) then this covering
is missing the two 2-paths P1 and P2. However, B contains the 3-path P3 = ((1; 0); (0; 0); (1; 1);∞)∈B3, so the result
follows in this case by replacing B with (B \ {P3}) ∪ {((0; 1);∞; (1; 1); (0; 0)), ((2; 0); (1; 0); (0; 0); (1; 1))}.
3. Embedding by adding 3 vertices
In this section, we solve the embedding problem when precisely 3 vertices are to be added. We consider each of four
cases in turn, depending on the value of n modulo 4. In each case we begin with a lemma relating mixed path designs
and path coverings, then the problem is solved for a small case, then 7nally the general embedding is found.
We will rely on the following two lemmas proved in [15]. This technique makes use of mixed graphs; that is graphs
with both directed and undirected edges. One graph is of particular importance: the mixed 2-path (a; b; c} is the mixed
graph induced by the arc (a; b) and the edge {b; c}. We also color the edges and arcs in such graphs, referring to it as a
mixed-edge coloring. Let T (v; u) be the following set of 2-paths de7ned on the vertex set (Zv × {0}) ∪ (Zu × {1}):
T (v; u) = {((a; 0); (b; 1); (c; 0)); ((c; 0); (a; 0); (b; 1)); ((a; 0); (c; 0); (b; 1)) | {a; c} ⊆ Zv; a 	= c; b∈Zu}:
Lemma 3.1 (McGee and Rodger [15]). Let M = (Zv; E; A) be a mixed multigraph, formed by uKv ∪ uDv. Suppose M
has a mixed edge-coloring with u colors and a partition P, of E ∪ A, or of (E \ e) ∪ A for some e = {; }∈E each
element of which induces either a mixed 2-path, or a directed 2-cycle, that satisfy the following properties:
(i) in each mixed 2-path, the arc and the edge receive the same color,
(ii) in each directed 2-cycle the arcs receive di8erent colors, and
(iii) for each {i; j} ⊆ Zv, each of the u colors appears on exactly one edge joining i to j, exactly one arc joining i to
j, and exactly one arc joining j to i.
Then there exists a (3; 2)-path covering of T (v; u) or of T (v; u) \ {((; 0); (i; 1); (; 0)) | i∈Zu}, respectively.
Lemma 3.2 (McGee and Rodger [15]). There exists a (3; 2)-path covering of T (v; u) if:
(i) u¿ 4 is even and v¿ 3, or
(ii) u¿ 5 is odd and v ≡ 0 (mod 4).
We can now begin the proof considering four cases in turn.
Case 1: n ≡ 1 (mod 4).
Lemma 3.3. Suppose n ≡ 1 (mod 4). Then any (3; 2)-path covering of Kn can be embedded in a (3; 2)-path covering of
Kn+3.
Proof. It is notationally better to rename the vertex set Zv × {0} in T (v; u) with {∞} ∪ Zv−1 for the purposes of this
lemma. Let n = v = 4x + 1 and u = 3. We begin by partitioning the edges of Kv and half of the arcs of Dv into mixed
2-paths and directed 2-cycles. De7ne the set of mixed 2-paths:
S = {(x − i + j; x + i + j;−(x − 1 + i) + j)}; (x + i + j; x − i + j;−(x − i) + j}; (2 + j;∞; j};
(∞; 2 + j; 1 + j} | 16 i6 x − 1; 06 j6 4x − 1}
∪
{(
2j; 2j + 1; 2j + 1 +
v− 1
2
}
;
(
2j + 1; 2j; 2j +
v− 1
2
}
| 06 j6 v− 1
2
− 1
}
;
reducing all sums modulo 4x. Then for each {y; z} ⊆ {∞} ∪ Zv−1, each edge {y; z} occurs in exactly one mixed 2-path
in S, and either both (y; z) and (z; y) occur in a mixed 2-path in S or neither does.
Let M =({∞}∪Zv−1; E; A) be the mixed multigraph 3Kv ∪ 3Dv. We now proceed to color the edges and arcs in M so
that the properties of Lemma 3.1 are satis7ed. For 16 l6 3, let S′l be a copy of S in which each edge and each directed
edge is colored l. For each pair of arcs (i; j) and (j; i) that occur in no mixed 2-path in S, let S2 contain 3 copies of the
directed 2-cycle {(i; j); (j; i)}, where for 16 l6 3 the lth copy has (i; j) colored l and (j; i) colored l + 1 (mod 3). Let
S∗ = S′1 ∪ S′2 ∪ S′3 ∪ S2.
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Clearly, this produces a mixed edge coloring and a partition P that satis7es the conditions of Lemma 3.1. Hence,
there exists a (3; 2)-path covering of T (v; 3). So let V and W be disjoint sets of size v and 3, respectively. Let H1 be a
(3; 2)-path covering of T (v; 3), renaming the vertices in (Zv × {0}) and (Z3 × {1}) with V and W , respectively.
Let ∈V . Then by Lemma 3.2 there exists a (3; 2)-path covering H2 of T (3; v − 1) formed by renaming the vertices
in (Z3 × {0}) and (Zv−1 × {1}) with W and V \ {}, respectively. By Theorem 1.1, there exists a (3; 2)-path covering,
H3, of K4 on the vertex set {} ∪W . Let H4 be the given (3; 2)-path covering of Kn on the vertex set V .
Then clearly H = (
⋃4
i=1 Hi) is a (3; 2)-path covering of Kn+3.
Case 2: n ≡ 2 (mod 4).
Lemma 3.4. Suppose n ≡ 2 (mod 4). Then any (3; 2)-path covering of Kn can be embedded in a (3; 2)-path covering of
Kn+3.
Proof. If n=2 then the result follows easily (see, Theorem 1.1). So we can assume that n¿ 6. Again, rename the vertex
set Zv in T (v; u) with {∞}∪Zv−1 for the purposes of this lemma. Let v=4x− 2 and let u=3. We begin by partitioning
the edges of Kv and half of the arcs of Dv into mixed 2-paths and directed 2-cycles. De7ne the set of mixed 2-paths:
S = {(x + 1− i + j; x − 2 + i + j;−(x − 2 + i) + j}; (x − 2 + i + j; x + 1− i + j;−(x + 1− i) + j}
|26 i6 x; 06 j6 4x − 4} ∪
{(
j; j +
v− 2
2
;∞
}
;
(
j +
v− 2
2
; j;∞
}
|16 j6 v− 2
2
}
;
reducing all sums modulo 4x− 3. Then: for each {y; z} ⊆ ({∞}∪Zv−1), each edge {y; z}, except for {0;∞}, occurs in
exactly one mixed 2-path in S; (0;∞) and (∞; 0) occur in no mixed 2-path; and either both (y; z) and (z; y) occur in a
mixed 2-path in S or neither does.
Let M = ({∞} ∪ Zv−1; E; A) be the mixed multigraph 3Kv ∪ 3Dv. Then in exactly the same way as described in the
proof of Lemma 3.3, the edges and arcs of M can be colored to produce a mixed edge coloring and a partition P that
satis7es the conditions of Lemma 3.1. So there exists a (3; 2)-path covering H ′1 of T (v; 3) \ {(0; 0), (i; 1), (∞; 0) |i∈Z3};
in particular, H ′, contains the 3-paths in H ′′1 = {(i; 1); (0; 0); (∞; 0); (i + 1; 1) | i∈Z3} reducing the sum modulo 3 (note
that the 3-paths in H ′′1 correspond to the three directed 2-cycles {(0;∞); (∞; 0)} in M).
Let V and W be disjoint sets of size v and 3, respectively with {0;∞} ⊆ V and W = {w1; w2; w3}. Let H1 be formed
from H ′1 \H ′′1 by renaming (∞; 0) and (0; 0) with ∞ and 0, respectively, renaming the vertices in (Zv−2 \{0})×{0} with
vertices in V \ {0;∞}, and renaming vertices in Z3 × {1} with vertices in W . By Lemma 3.2, there exists a (3; 2)-path
covering H2 of T (3; v − 2) formed by renaming the vertices in (Z3 × {0}) and (Zv−2 × {1}) with W and V \ {0;∞},
respectively. Note that the 2-paths (0;∞; wi), (∞; 0; wi) and (0; wi;∞) for 16 i6 3 occur in no 3-path in H1 or H2. By
Theorem 1.1, there exists a (3; 2)-path covering, H3, of K5 on the vertex set {0;∞}∪W . Let H4 be the given (3; 2)-path
covering of Km on the vertex set V . Then, H = (
⋃4
i=1 Hi) is a (3; 2)-path covering of Kn+3.
Case 3: n ≡ 3 (mod 4).
For this more diIcult case, we need a variation of Lemma 3.1; it is an extension of the results obtained in [15].
Lemma 3.5. Let u = 3 and v¿ 3, and let M = (Zv; E; A) be the mixed multigraph formed by uKv ∪ uDv. Let E1 =
{{i; j} | v − 36 i ¡ j6 v − 1} and A1 = {(i; j), (j; i) | v − 36 i ¡ j6 v − 1}, and let E2 = E \ 3E1 and A2 = A \ 3A1.
Suppose M ′ = (Zv; E2; A2) has a mixed edge-coloring with the u= 3 colors and a partition P of E2 ∪ A2, each element
of which induces either a mixed 2-path, or a directed 2-cycle, that satisfy the following properties:
(i) in each mixed 2-path, the arc and the edge receive the same color,
(ii) in each directed 2-cycle the arcs receive di8erent colors,
(iii) if vertices i and j are joined by edges in E2 then each of the u colors appears on exactly one edge joining i to j,
and
(iv) if vertices i and j are joined by arcs in A2 then each of the u colors appears on exactly one arc joining i to j,
and exactly one arc joining j to i.
Then there exists a (3; 2)-path covering of T (v; u)−Q, where Q= {(i; 0); (l; 1); (j; 0)), ((i; 0); (j; 0), (l; 1)), ((j; 0); (i; 0);
(l; 1)) | v− 36 i ¡ j6 v− 1, 06 l6 2}.
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Proof. Following similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.1 (see [15, Lemma 2.1]), a set S of 3-paths can be constructed so
that each 2-path in T (v; u)− Q occurs in at least one 3-path. Then it follows that since |S|= (|E ∪ A| − 3|E1 ∪ A1|)=2 =
[3uv(v−1)−27]=4=(|T (v; u)|− |Q|)=2, and since each 3-path contains exactly two 2-paths, each 2-path in T (v; u), except
for those in Q, is in exactly one 3-path in S.
It will be extremely useful to 7nd the following (3; 2)-path covering of a graph that can be thought of as K6 with a
small hole.
Lemma 3.6. There exists a (3; 2)-path covering of K6 − {p1; p2} for two 2-paths p1 and p2 in K6, both de,ned on the
same set of 3 vertices.
Proof. De7ne a (3; 2)-path covering of T (K6) − {p1; p2} with vertex set V = {a; b; c; d; e; f} and p1 = (a; b; e) and
p2 = (b; a; e) by setting S = {(b; a; c; e); (c; d; e; b); (d; c; a; f), (e; f; c; b), (f; e; d; a), (a; c; b; f), (c; a; e; b), (b; f; d; a),
(f; b; e; c), (c; e; d; b), (a; e; c; f), (a; c; f; d), (c; a; d; b), (e; c; b; d), (a; e; f; b), (e; a; d; c); (b; d; f; e), (d; b; a; f); (c; f; b; a),
(d; b; e; f), (b; d; c; f)(a; f; b; d), (d; a; f; e), (c; f; a; e), (c; b; a; d); (d; c; b; e), (d; c; e; f), (a; e; d; f), (c; d; f; a)}.
We are now ready to complete this case.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose n ≡ 3 (mod 4). Then any (3; 2)-path covering of Kn−p, where p is some 2-path, can be embedded
in a (3; 2)-path covering of Kn+3.
Proof. Let v = n= 4x + 3 and u= 3. Since there is no (3; 2)-path covering of K3, we can assume that n¿ 7.
We begin by partitioning most of the edges of Kv and some of the arcs of Dv into mixed 2-paths and directed 2-cycles
in order to be able to apply Lemma 3.5 (so the edges and arcs omitted correspond to those in E1 and A1, respectively in
Lemma 3.5). Here, the construction technique leads us to de7ne Kv on the vertex set ({∞1;∞2;∞3} ∪Zv−3; in applying
Lemma 3.5 we need simply rename ∞i with v− i for 16 i6 3. De7ne the set of mixed 2-paths:
S = {(x − i + j; x + i + j;−(x + i) + j}; (x + i + j; x − i + j;−(x − i + 1) + j}; (j;∞1; 1 + j};
(∞1; j;∞2}; (j; 3 + j;∞3}; (3 + j; j; 1 + j} | 16 i6 x − 1; 06 j6 4x − 1}
∪
{(
2j; 2j + 1; 2j + 1 +
v− 3
2
}
;
(
2j + 1; 2j; 2j +
v− 3
2
}
| 06 j6 v− 3
4
− 1
}
;
reducing all sums modulo 4x. Then for each {y; z} ⊆ ({∞1;∞2;∞3} ∪ Zv−3): except for each {y; z} ⊆ {∞1;∞2;∞3},
each edge {y; z} occurs in exactly one mixed 2-path in S; if {y; z} ⊆ {∞1;∞2;∞3} then (y; z) and (z; y) occur in no
mixed 2-path in S; and in any case, either both (y; z) and (z; y) occur in a mixed 2-path in S or neither does.
Let M = ({∞1;∞2;∞3} ∪ Zv−3; E; A) be the mixed multigraph uKv ∪ uDv. Then in exactly the same way as described
in the proof of Lemma 3.3, the edges and arcs of M can be colored to produce a mixed edge coloring and a partition
P that satis7es the conditions of Lemma 3.5. So, there exists a (3; 2)-path covering H ′1 of T (v; 3) \ {((v − i; 0); (k; 1);
(v− j; 0)); ((v− i; 0); (v− j; 0); (k; 1)); ((v− j; 0); (v− i; 0); (k; 1)) | k ∈Z3, 16 i ¡ j6 3}.
So, let V and W be disjoint sets of size v and 3, respectively with {∞1;∞2;∞3} ⊆ V . Let H1 be formed from H ′1 by
renaming (v− i; 0) with ∞i for 16 i6 3, by renaming the vertices in Zv−3×{0} with vertices in V \{∞1;∞2;∞3}, and
by renaming vertices in Z3×{1} with vertices in W . By Lemma 3.2, there exists a (3; 2)-path covering H2 of T (3; v− 3)
formed by renaming the vertices in (Z3×{0}) and (Zv−3×{1}) with W and V \{∞1;∞2;∞3}, respectively. By Lemma
3.6, there exists a (3; 2)-path covering, H3, of T (K6) − {p1; p2} on the vertex set {∞1;∞2;∞3} ∪ W , where we can
assume that p1 = (∞1;∞3;∞2) and p2 = (∞2;∞1;∞3). Let H4 be the given (3; 2)-path covering of Kn − p, where we
can assume that p= (∞1;∞2;∞3). Notice that p is in a 3-path in H3, and that p1 and p2 occur in 3-paths in H4.
Then, H = (
⋃4
i=1 Hi) is a (3; 2)-path covering of Kn+3.
Case 4: n ≡ 0 (mod 4).
Proceeding as in the previous case, we begin with a variation of Lemma 3.1, and then 7nd a (3; 2)-path covering of
K7 with a small hole.
Lemma 3.8. Let u = 3 and v¿ 3 and let M = (Zv; E; A) be the mixed multigraph formed by uKv ∪ uDv. Let E1 =
{{i; j} | v − 46 i ¡ j6 v − 1} and A1 = {(i; j), (j; i) | v − 46 i ¡ j6 v − 1} and let E2 = E \ 3E1 and A2 = A \ 3A1.
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Suppose M ′ = (Zv; E2; A2) has a mixed edge-coloring with the u= 3 colors and a partition P of E2 ∪ A2, each element
of which induces either a mixed 2-path or a directed 2-cycle, that satisfy the following properties:
(i) in each mixed 2-path, the arc and the edge receive the same color,
(ii) in each directed 2-cycle the arcs receive di8erent colors, and
(iii) if i and j are joined by edges in E2 then each of the u colors appears on exactly one edge joining i to j, and
(iv) if i and j are joined by arcs in A2 then each of the u colors appears on exactly one arc joining i to j, and exactly
one arc joining j to i.
Then there exists a (3; 2)-path covering of T (v; u)−Q, where Q= {(i; 0); (l; 1); (j; 0)); ((i; 0); (j; 0); (l; 1)); ((j; 0); (i; 0);
(l; 1)) | v− 46 i ¡ j6 v− 1, 06 l6 2}.
Proof. Following similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.5, a set S of 3-paths can be constructed so that each 2-path in
T (v; u)−Q occurs in at least one 3-path. Then it follows that since |S|= (|E ∪A| − 3|E1 ∪A1|)=2= [3uv(v− 1)− 54]=4=
(|T (v; u)| − |Q|)=2, and since each 3-path contains exactly two 2-paths, each 2-path in T (v; u), except for those in Q, is
in exactly one 3-path in S.
Again, it will be extremely useful to 7nd the following (3; 2)-path covering of a graph that can be thought of as K7
with a hole.
Lemma 3.9. There exists a (3; 2)-path covering of K7 − {{p} ∪ T (K4)}, for some p∈ T (K7)− T (K4).
Proof. De7ne a (3; 2)-path covering of K7−{{p}∪T (K4)} with vertex set V={a, b, c, d, e, f, g} and with p=(a; d; f),
where K4 has vertex set {a; b; c; d} by S = {(e; b; d; f), (f; a; b; e), (e; g; c; b), (d; g; e; b), (g; e; a; c), (g; d; b; f), (c; b; g; e),
(e; a; d; g)(d; c; e; f), (a; b; g; d), (c; d; f; b), (d; e; b; f), (b; c; e; a), (b; a; e; f), (b; f; c; g), (d; c; g; a), (f; g; a; d)(a; f; d; g),
(e; a; f; g), (f; e; b; g), (e; f; a; g), (a; c; e; g), (e; g; f; b), (d; f; e; g), (g; a; e; b), (f; e; d; c), (c; a; f; b), (f; b; g; a), (c; a; g; d),
(c; d; g; f), (g; a; b; f); (b; d; e; a), (a; d; e; c), (e; f; g; c), (d; a; f; c); (a; g; e; d), (d; b; g; f), (a; c; f; e), (c; b; f; e), (a; c; g; b);
(b; e; c; g), (e; d; g; c), (e; d; f; g), (d; f; c; e), (d; c; f; g), (f; c; b; e)}.
We can now solve the last case.
Lemma 3.10. Suppose n ≡ 0 (mod 4). Then any (3; 2)-path covering of Kn can be embedded in a (3; 2)-path covering of
Kn+3 − p for some 2-path p.
Proof. Let v=n=4x and u=3. We begin by partitioning most of the edges of Kv and some of the arcs of Dv into mixed
2-paths and directed 2-cycles. Here, the construction technique leads us to de7ne Kv on the vertex set ({∞1;∞2;∞3;∞4}∪
Zv−4; in applying Lemma 3.8 we need to simply rename ∞i with v− i for 16 i6 4. De7ne the mixed 2-paths:
S = {(x − i + j; x + i + j;−(x + i − 2) + j)}; (x + i + j; x − i + j;−(x − i − 1) + j};
(j;∞1; 1 + j)}; (∞1; j;∞2}; (j; 3 + j;∞3}; (3 + j; j; 1 + j} | 16 i6 x − 2; 06 j6 4x − 5}
∪
{(
1 + j; 1 +
v− 4
2
+ j;∞4
}
;
(
1 +
v− 4
2
+ j; 1 + j;∞4
}
| 06 j6 v− 4
2
− 1
}
∪
{(
2j; 2j + 1; 2j + 1 +
v− 4
2
}
;
(
2j + 1; 2j; 2j +
v− 4
2
}
| 06 j6 v− 4
4
− 1
}
;
reducing all sums modulo 4x − 4. Then for each {y; z} ⊆ ({∞1;∞2;∞3;∞4} ∪ Zv−4: except for each {y; z} ⊆
{∞1;∞2;∞3;∞4}, each edge {y; z} occurs in exactly one mixed 2-path in S; if {y; z} ⊆ {∞1;∞2;∞3;∞4} then
(y; z) and (z; y) occur in no mixed 2-path in S; and in any case, either both (y; z) and (z; y) occur in a mixed 2-path in
S or neither does.
Let M =({∞1;∞2;∞3;∞4}∪Zv−4; E; A) be a mixed multigraph uKv∪uDv. Then in exactly the same way as described
in the proof of Lemma 3.3, the edges and arcs of M can be colored to produce a mixed edge coloring and a partition
P that satis7es the conditions of Lemma 3.8. So, there exists a (3; 2)-path covering H ′1 of T (v; 3) \ {(v− i; 0); (k; 1); (v−
j; 0)); ((v− i; 0); (v− j; 0); (k; 1)); ((v− j; 0); (v− i; 0); (k; 1)) | k ∈Z3, 16 i ¡ j6 4}.
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So, let V and W be disjoint sets of size v and 3 respectively with {∞1;∞2;∞3;∞4} ⊆ V . Let H1 be formed from H ′1 by
renaming (v− i; 0) with ∞i for 16 i6 4, by renaming the vertices in Zv−4×{0} with vertices in V \{∞1;∞2;∞3;∞4},
and by renaming vertices on Z3 × {1} with vertices in W . By Lemma 3.2, there exists a (3; 2)-path covering H2 of
T (3; v − 4) formed by renaming the vertices in (Z3 × {0}) and (Zv−4 × {1}) with W and V \ {∞1;∞2;∞3;∞4}. By
Lemma 3.2, there exists a (3; 2)-path covering, H3, of K7 −{{p} ∪ T (K4)} on the vertex set {∞1;∞2;∞3;∞4} ∪W for
some p∈ T (K7) \ T (K4). Let H4 be the given (3; 2)-path covering of Kn on the vertex set V .
Then, H = (
⋃4
i=1 Hi) is a (3; 2)-path covering of Kn+3 − p.
4. Embeddings in all cases
In Sections 2 and 3, we discussed that given a (3; 2)-path covering of Kn or Kn−p, where p is a 2-path, a (3; 2)-path
covering of Kn+m or Kn+m − p where n is 2 or 3 can be formed. Now, we want to use these results to add any positive
number of vertices except 1.
Theorem 4.1. Any (3; 2)-path covering of Kn or Kn−p, where p is a 2-path, can be embedded in a (3; 2)-path covering
of Kn+m or Kn+m − p for some 2-path p if and only if
(i) if m= 1 then n= 1, and
(ii) if n= 1 then m 	= 2.
Proof. To prove the necessity, 7rstly, note that if n=1 then m 	= 2 since there is no (3; 2)-path covering of K3. Secondly,
if m=1 and n¿ 1 then every 3-path added in the embedding must be of the form (a; b; ; c) where a; b; c are vertices in
Kn and  is the added vertex. This contains one 2-path of Type 3 (namely (b; ; c)) and one of Type 4 (namely (a; b; )).
But there are twice as many 2-paths of Type 4 as of Type 3 (see ∗). So at most half of the 2-paths of Type 4 can be
placed in 3-paths. So the embedding cannot be achieved.
To prove the suIciency, note that if m¿ 1 then it can be expressed as 2x + 3y for some non-negative integers x and
y. So the result follows by sequentially adding 2 (x times) or 3 (y times) vertices at each step: each time that we add
2 vertices, we will apply Theorem 2.1; each time that we add 3 vertices, we will apply one of Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, 3.7, or
3.10.
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